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Abstract 

Many analysts are concerned that countries where a large share of production is 
exported to a single country become economically dependent on that export partner 
and thus vulnerable to political infuence. However, exercising this economic infuence, 
for example via quotas on imports, is not costless. Using an Armington style CES 
industry specifc model, we show that when a country imposes an import quota on 
fnal demand goods from a target country, the direct costs on the quota originating 
country (i.e. the importing country) are relatively low and actually beneft domestic 
fnal demand good producers. However, when the quota imposing country places 
the quota on imports of intermediate inputs that are used to produce a fnal demand 
export good, the importing country internalizes costs that are similar in magnitude to 
those suffered by the target country. 
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1 Introduction 

We derive a vertically integrated industry specifc partial equilibrium (PE) model to estimate, 

in a stylized way, the costs of exercising economic infuence via quotas on both the subject and 

quota-enacting countries. By capturing vertical linkages in production, the model takes into 

account the global value chains nature of international trade and allows for direct feedback 

e˙ects of imposing a quota on the importing country. As an interesting application, we 

consider the topic of economic infuence. Many analysts are concerned that countries where 

a large share of production is exported to a single country become economically dependent 

on that export partner and thus vulnerable to political infuence. 

Our model predicts that exercising this economic infuence via quotas is not costless.1 

Moreover, we show that restricting intermediate inputs is more costly than limiting fnal 

demand goods. This is because a quota on imported intermediate inputs generates a negative 

demand shock to domestic labor, capital, and other value added inputs. Consequently, quotas 

generate costs for multiple actors within the imposing country. By contrast, targeting fnal 

demand imports raises the costs of consumer goods, and thus reduces consumer welfare. 

However, such actions can, in the short-run, raise demand for domestic labor and capital. 

Some policy makers have expressed concern that strong export relationships necessarily 

imply economic dependency and vulnerability to exploitation by the importer. (Dasthi-

Gibson, Davis and Radcli˙ (1997)) For example, many experts have drawn attention to 

China’s ability to exploit strong trading relationships to extract political concessions. Several 

recent examples include recent political conficts over the South Korean THAAD system, 

Taiwanese political elections, and Norwegian Nobel Peace Prize recipients. (Hancock and 

Wang (2017); Mayger and Lee (2017); Mullen (2017); U.S.-China Economic and Security 

Review Commission (2017)) The costs for target states are well-documented: trade actions 
1If we ignore tari˙ revenue, then every quota has an ad-valorem equivalent. Therefore, our results are 

generalizable to the case of tari˙s, as well as, quotas. 
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a˙ect a range of outcomes, from income inequality and healthcare spending to foreign direct 

investment. (Biglaiser and Lektzian (2011); Allen and Lektzian (2013); Afesorgbor and 

Mahadevan (2016)) 

Not as well researched are the signifcant costs to “sender” countries of imposing trade 

restrictions, particularly those costs that are separate from any retaliatory trade barriers 

enacted by the original target country. We address this gap in the literature by utilizing 

the insights from the cumulative tari˙s and global value chains literature (Miroudot and 

Rouzet (2013); U.S. International Trade Commission (2017)) to derive an industry specifc, 

vertically integrated partial equilibrium model, that demonstrates under what conditions 

strong export relationships can create economic dependencies that the importing country 

could leverage via a temporary trade barrier. 

The paper is novel because it is the frst in the literature to apply a vertically integrated, 

industry specifc model to generate framework that shows when the importing country is 

the dependent position and when the exporter is in a dependent position. Furthermore, the 

paper is the frst to incorporate Monte Carlo simulation to demonstrate how costs change 

over a wide range of industry conditions. 

Deriving a model that captures the costs both on the sender and target country is a 

valuable addition to this literature because even economic sanctions, though generally moti-

vated by political concerns, are quite similar to traditional protectionist measures in terms 

of their direct e˙ects on sender countries. (Farmer (2000)) Embargoes and quotas can di-

rectly impact the sender country‘s labor force, consumers, and global competitive standing. 

Using simple general equilibrium models, Frankel (1982), Irwin (2005), and O‘Rourke (2007) 

fnd that the U.S. Embargo Act of 1807, and the resulting retaliatory actions, reduced U.S. 

consumer welfare by 4-8% of GDP, via reduced trade and higher import prices. 

A few empirical studies employ a gravity model framework to estimate the e˙ect of 

sanctions on the originating country. Using data from 1980 to 2000, Yang, Askari, Forrer 
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and Teegen (2017) fnd that US economic sanctions against China did not signifcantly reduce 

trade with China but did raise import prices. However, export controls may have contributed 

to up to a million fewer jobs in 2000. Additionally, these controls allowed US competitors 

in high-tech industries, such as the nuclear power industry, to gain a competitive advantage 

and increase their exports to China. 

Similarly, in a 2016 working paper, Crozet and Hinz (2016) use monthly trade data and 

a gravity framework to assess the e˙ect of 2014 sanctions and counter-sanctions on and by 

Russia on exports from originating target countries. They estimate global trade was $4.7 

billion per month lower than the counter factual no sanctions case. Interestingly, they fnd 

that 91% of lost trade occurs through non-embargoed products. 

The paper proceeds as follows. In section 2, we derive the World Bank 1-2-3 style, 

vertically integrated, industry specifc model. In section 3, we discuss the experiments that 

we conduct to show the e˙ect of quotas placed at two di˙erent locations in the supply chain. 

We then conduct a series of experiments and discuss the results in section 4. Section 5 

concludes with a discussion of potential applications. 

Armington CES Supply Chain Model 

We start by deriving a vertically integrated, comparative static CES Armington model. Since 

our derivation closely follows Armington (1969), Francois and Hall (1997), Hosoe, Gasawa 

and Hashimoto (2015), Hallren and Riker (2018), we do not cover each step. The model 

assumes that fnal demand consumers maximize utility from consumption, producers are 

proft maximizers, markets are perfectly competitive, goods are di˙erentiated by country of 

origin, country varieties are imperfect substitutes, all markets clear in equilibrium, and the 

zero-proft condition holds in equilibrium. 

We consider two policy experiments. In the frst experiment, the quota imposing country 
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(S) puts a quota on fnal demand imports from a target country (T). In the second exper-

iment, country (S) limits imports of intermediate inputs from a target country (T). S uses 

intermediate inputs to produce a fnal demand product for export to overseas fnal demand 

markets. To assess the impacts of the frst policy shocks, we design a three tier version of 

supply chain Armington CES model. However, the second experiment requires a four tier 

version. We describe the mathematics of each separately. 

2.1 Model for Quotas on Final Demand Imports 

Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual structure of our two-tier industry specifc model for pre-

dicting the e˙ects of applying a quota on fnal demand products. In this model, consumers 

in the quota imposing country (S), maximize a CES utility function for consuming fnal 

demand products from three country groups: the target country (T), the quota originating 

country (S), and the rest of the world (R). 

Given the Armington CES demand assumption, equation (1) represents the demand for 

the fnal goods variety j. 

� 
P 
�σFD 

qF D,j = QFDbF D,j for j ∈ {T, S, R} (1) 
pj 

The parameters bj in equation (1) represent factors that shift the demand curves. When 

the model is calibrated, these parameters are set equal to the initial market share of each 

variety j. bF D,T , bF D,S , and bF D,R, the market shares for the three varieties of products in 

the initial equilibrium, sum to one. 

The buyers’ prices for each variety is pj . The producer price for each foreign variety (S 
pF D,i and N) is . The trade cost factor τF D,i is equal to the ad-valorem equivalent rate of 

1+τF D,i 

the tari˙ and international transport costs on import variety i. For simplicity, we assume 

that the supply functions for the S and N varieties of the FD goods are constant price elastic. 
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�F D,i pF D,i 
qF D,i = aF D,i for i ∈ {S, R} (2) 

1 + τF D,i 

The �F D,i parameter is a constant price elasticity of supply, and the aF D,i parameter 

represents factors that shift the supply curves. The equation for the supply curve assumes 

a specifc functional form (in this case, it is log-linear), and it is tailored to the industry 

by ftting the supply shift parameter to industry data. The calibrated values of the supply 

shifters refect a variety of factors, including the level of production capacity and input costs. 

By contrast, country T produces its output (Z) by combining value added (VA) and 

intermediate (INT) inputs via Cobb-Douglas production technology. Country T converts 

output into two distinct consumer varieties via Constant Elasticity of Transformation (CET) 

technology, one variety for the quota imposing country and one suitable for the rest of the 

world. Therefore, the supply functions for these two varieties are: 

� �−ρ 
PZ 

qF D,h = QZ δh for h ∈ {T, ROW } (3) 
pF D,h 

Here qZ is the total production of the FD product by country T. The δ’s represent the 

share of output (Z) dedicated to each market (T and ROW) in the initial equilibrium. They 

sum to 1. pF D,h is the price of each variety of country T’s output and PZ is the price index 

of output. The parameter ρ is the constant elasticity of transformation and is the rate at 

which output can be converted between market varieties. 

We assume that country T’s output is insuÿciently large relative to the ROW market 

to change the world price. Consequently, we fx the world price by assuming that ROW 

demand is perfectly elastic. 

Given the CES demand structure in the fnal goods market, the FD consumer price index 

is 
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1 �X � 
1−σFD 

1−σF D PFD = bF D,j pF D,j for j ∈ {T, S, R} (4) 

Total industry demand, itself, adjusts to changes in industry average prices. This refects 

movement in consumption between industries. Here total demand in the industry, QFD, is 

QFD = kAP θ (5) 

The variable PFD is a price index for the fnal demand product of the industry in the 

national market, and the parameter kA represents the initial national aggregate industry 

expenditure Y0 at the baseline calibrated price, PFD = 1. The parameter θ is the price 

elasticity of total demand in the industry. 

Country T’s frms produce output (Z) by combining value added and intermediate inputs 

via Cobb-Douglas technology. Given this assumption the factor demand functions for the 

two composite inputs (VA and INT) are 

βiPZ 
Qi = QZ for i ∈ {INT, V A} (6) 

Pi 

Here βV A and βINT are the cost share parameters for the composite value added input and 

composite intermediate input, respectively, in the initial equilibrium. We assume constant 

returns to scale such that βV A + βINT = 1. 

Given these demand equations and the zero proft condition, the price of country T’s 

output is equal to its unit cost function. 

Y 
PZ = P βi for i ∈ {INT, V A} (7) i 

Country T produces a composite value added input (VA) using fxed expenditure shares 

of each available value added factor. That is domestic frms combine value added factors (F), 
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labor (L) and capital (K), into an aggregate value added input (VA) via a Cobb-Douglas 

production function. The resulting factor demand function for each value added input is 

βF PV A 
qV A,F = QV A for F ∈ {L, K} (8) 

pF 

Here pF is the factor price for value added factor (F); PV A is the price of the composite 

value added input, which is determined by the unit cost function; and βF is the cost share 

parameter for the value added factor (F). We assume constant returns to scale such that P 
βF = 1. 

In our model, we assume that the supply of labor is perfectly elastic. (i.e. Firms can hire 

as many workers as required at the predominant wage (w).) By contrast, we assume that 

the supply of capital in the industry is perfectly inelastic. Therefore, the price of capital (r) 

responds to changes in demand such that the market clears. 

Given the Cobb-Douglas technology, the unit cost function for the composite value added 

input is 

Y 
PV A = pF

βF for F ∈ {L, K} (9) 

Because of the perfect competition assumption, the unit cost function determines the 

price of the aggregate VA input in lieu of a supply curve. 

Country T frms combine intermediate inputs from the di˙erent countries via CES tech-

nology into a composite intermediate input INT for production of the fnal demand product. 

The resulting demand function is 

� 
PINT 

�σINT 

qINT,j = QINT bINT,j for j ∈ {D, S, N} (10) 
pINT,j 

The productivity parameters for the three varieties of products in the industry are bINT,D, 
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bINT,S , and bINT,N . They are calibrated to the initial market shares for the three varieties of 

products in the industry and sum to one. 

The unit cost of the composite intermediate input is the CES price index. Given the 

perfect competition assumption, equation (11) determines the price of the composite inter-

mediate input (INT) price in lieu of a supply function. 

1 hX i 
1−σINT 

1−σINT PINT = bINT,j pINT,j for j ∈ {T, S, N} (11) 

The consumer prices for the three varieties of intermediate products are pINT,j . The 

producer price of the domestic variety is the same as the consumer price. However, for the 
pIN T,f two foreign varieties (f), the producer prices are . The trade cost factor τINT,f is 1+τIN T,f 

equal to the ad valorem equivalent rate of the import tari˙ and international transport costs 

on imports for each variety (f). 

Each variety of intermediate inputs (T, S, and N) are supplied via a constant price 

elasticity supply function:2 

� ��IN T,j pINT,j 
qINT,j = aINT,j for j ∈ {T, S, N} (12) 

1 + τINT,j 

The parameter �INT,j is the constant price elasticities of supply for each variety j, and 

αINT,j represents factors that shift each supply curve. The equations for the supply curves 

assume a specifc form (in this case, they are log-linear), and they are tailored to the industry 

by ftting the supply shift parameters to industry data. The calibrated values of the supply 

shifters refect a variety of factors, including the level of production capacity and input costs. 

We calibrate the model to the initial equilibrium conditions by setting all prices to 1 

and adjusting the shift parameters in the demand equations to the initial FD and INT 
2It is not diÿcult to extend the model to include imperfect competition, but in this case the producers 

have cost curves but not supply curves. The models in Khachaturian and Riker (2016) and Barbe, Chambers, 
Khachaturian and Riker (2017) include monopolistic competition, for example. 
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country variety market shares, setting the productivity terms equal to the cost shares in the 

VA factor demand equations, and equating shift parameters in the supply equations to the 

relevant initial quantities supplied. 

2.2 Model for Quotas on Intermediate Imports 

We present the conceptual model for our second experiment in fgure 2. In our second 

experiment, country (S) imposes an import quota on intermediate inputs from country T 

at the most upstream level. Country S uses these intermediate inputs to produce output 

(Z) that is exported either to a third FD demand country C or to the rest of the world 

(ROW). The model structure is as in the previous section, except that we extend the length 

of the supply chain to explicitly include the production chain for the intermediate input from 

country T that is used to produce S’s export output. Consequently, the mathematics are 

identical to those in the previous section, though we increase the number of equations and 

expand the indices for clarity.3 This model is calibrated identically to the previous model. 

The main di˙erence between these two models is the location of the policy shock. 

3 Experiments 

We conduct two experiments. In experiment 1, country S imposes a quota that restricts 

imports of country T’s fnal demand variety to 10% of its initial equilibrium quantity. In the 

second experiment, country S imposes the same quota on imports from country T. However, 

in the second experiment, country S is not the fnal demand country. In this experiment, 

country S imports intermediate goods from country T that it then uses to produce a fnal 

demand good that is, in part, consumed by a third country outside of S. 

In experiment 1, we allow the market share of variety T in country S’s fnal demand 
3A full derivation for both models is available in a separate appendix on request. 
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market to vary between 10 and 90%; we allow T’s market share in T’s intermediate input 

market to range between 10 and 90%; and we allow the share of fnal demand output (Z) 

exported to country S to fall between 10 and 90%. When we adjust a market share, we 

increase it by 10 percentage points. Consequently, there are 729 permutations.4 For each 

permutation, we run the experiment 100 times, each time we draw a new set of elasticities. 

Therefore, we conduct the frst experiment 72,900 times. 

We draw the CES elasticities and the CET elasticity from three identical uniform distri-

butions with a lower bound of 2 and an upper bound of 10.5 We shock the model, estimate 

the percent changes in prices and quantities, and store the results. 

In experiment 2, we allow the market share of variety S in the fnal demand market to 

vary between 10 and 90%; we allow T’s market share in S’s intermediate input market to 

range between 10 and 90%; and we allow the share of S’s fnal demand output (Z) exported 

to the third country (C) fnal demand market to fall between 10 and 90%. As before, when 

we adjust a market share, we increase it by 10 percentage points. Consequently, there are 

729 permutations. For each permutation, we run the experiment 100 times, each time we 

draw a new set of elasticities. Therefore, we conduct the second experiment 72,900 times. 

In all experiments, we assume that the initial market size of the fnal demand goods 

market is $100. Additionally, we assume that the industry price elasticity of demand is -1. 

In this framework, industry demand responds proportionally to changes in the fnal demand 

CPI. 
49*9*9 = 729. 
5This is the meaningful qualitative range of the Armington elasticities. Francois and Hall (1997) Addi-

tionally, this range encompasses the range of estimated Armington elasticities. (Gallaway, McDaniel and 
Rivera (2003) and Feenstra, Luck, Obstfeld and Russ (2018)) 
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4 Results 

4.1 Cost to Importing Country of Imposing FD Quota 

When the country (S) imposes the quota on FD imports from country T, the costs fall on 

country S consumers in the form of higher prices, which results in a decline in overall quantity 

demanded in the FD goods market. However, country S frms, by contrast, enjoy increased 

sales that more than o˙-set the overall decline in market demand. 

In fgure 3, we graph the e˙ects of the policy on the percent change in the price of country 

S’s FD variety, the percent change in demand for variety S, and the overall change in FD 

industry quantity demanded. Here we summarize the results over the range of country T’s 

initial market share, holding T’s initial market share in the INT market and share of T’s 

output exported to country S fxed at 50% and 20%, respectively. We do this for expositional 

simplicity because the results are insensitive to the initial value of these two share parameters. 

In this fgure, we see that the e˙ect of the policy shock grows non-linearly with the 

magnitude of country T’s initial market share. This is unsurprising when we consider the 

ad-valorem tari˙ equivalent (AVE) of the import quota. As the initial market share of T 

increases from 10% to 90%, the AVE of the quota nearly triples. The AVE is approximately 

67% when T’s initial market share is 10% but rises to 159% when T’s market share is 90%. 

Also, we see that the variance of the e˙ect on any outcome increases dramatically as we 

increase the initial market share of T. This illustrates that the e˙ect of this policy shock 

is sensitive to the assumed Armington elasticities; and therefore, we would expect to see 

variance in the e˙ect of this shock across industry. Despite the wide variance, the results are 

qualitative consistent: the results always have the same sign across all market shares and 

are monotonically increasing. 

In table 1, we summarize the mean outcomes for the four variables of interest, percent 

change in quantity demanded for S, percent change in the price of S, percent change in 
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industry demand, and percent change in the industry CPI, by T’s initial market share. 

Consumers experience only slightly higher prices for variety S for all initial market shares. 

However, the CPI rises by approximately an order of magnitude more than the increase in 

the price of S. For all initial market shares, overall industry real demand declines. However, 

country S’s frms increase quantity sold by the overall decline in demand. Consequently, we 

see that when country S imposes the quota at the fnal demand level it is consumers who 

bear the costs of exercising economic infuence on country T. 

4.2 Cost to Importing Country of Imposing Quota on Intermediate 

Inputs 

Now we assume that country S imposes an import quota on country T at the intermediate 

goods level. Because the shock occurs at a more upstream level, we summarize the results 

across all initial market share parameters. However, the qualitative results are in some ways 

similar to the previous experiment: country S intermediate good producing frms gain market 

share due to the import quota. However, because the quota raises the price of intermediate 

inputs, demand for country S’s output declines. Therefore, demand for labor and capital 

fall, reducing employment and the rate of return on capital, respectively. The magnitude of 

these e˙ects is positively correlated with the initial market share of country T’s variety in 

the intermediate goods market. 

The AVE of the quota on country T intermediate inputs ranges from 66% when country 

T’s INT market share is 10% to 121% when the same market share is 90%. The AVE is about 

85% with little variance when we cycle over the range of the other market share parameters. 

Therefore, as before, we expect the magnitude of this shock to be positively correlated with 

the size of country T’s initial market share in country S’s intermediate goods market. 

Figure 4 summarize the e˙ect of the quota on quantity demanded for variety S’s inter-
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mediate goods. We allow each of the three market share parameters to vary individually 

in each panel of fgure 4, holding the other two fxed. Given that the AVE of the quota 

primarily varies with the size of country T’s initial INT market share, it is unsurprising that 

the increase in quantity demanded for country S’s INT variety primarily responds to changes 

in country T’s initial market share. Demand for INT variety S increases by approximately 

6.6% at the mean when T’s market share is 10% and by 331% at the mean when T’s market 

share is 90%. 

Figure 5 shows that as demand shifts away from variety T to variety S, the price of variety 

S rises. However, the rise is modest and is primarily driven by changes in the initial market 

share of T in INT. On average, the percent change in price ranges from .2% and 4.8%, as 

T’s share in INT increases from 10% to 90%. 

The price e˙ect of the import quota passes through the supply chain downstream to 

country S’s output (Z) and its exports to the foreign fnal demand goods market. The policy 

shock on variety T’s intermediate inputs causes the price of country S’s output to increase 

by, on average, 1% and 18%, depending on T’s initial market share in INT. Additionally, 

the import quota causes prices for the importing country’s fnal demand product to rise, on 

average, by .5% when T’s INT market share is 10% and by 10% when T’s INT market share 

is 90%. (see table 2) 

The response to the rise in price of country S’s FD product is a decline in quantity 

demanded for this variety. On average, depending on country T’s initial INT market share, 

quantity demanded for variety S’s FD product falls by 1.4% and 26%. Moreover, demand 

for country S’s output (Z) falls by 2.6% and 40%, on average. 

The decline in demand for the quota imposing country’s output (Z) causes demand for 

the aggregate intermediate input INT fall by, on average, 4.3% when T’s initial INT market 

share is 10% and 56% when T’s market share is 90%. Note that the decline in overall quantity 

demanded for intermediate inputs INT is less than the increase in quantity sold by country 
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S’s intermediate input producers. Therefore, as in experiment 1, the quota increases the real 

output by domestic, country S, frms. 

However, the decline in demand for country S’s output also reduces overall quantity 

demanded for value added inputs (VA). Demand falls by 1%, on average, at the low end and 

17%, on average, at the upper end as T’s share in the INT market ranges from 10% to 90%. 

As a consequence of this negative demand shock, the model predicts that employment will 

fall, on average, by 2% when T’s INT share is 10% and by 30% when T’s share is 90%. 

As with other outcomes of interest, the percent change in labor increases in magnitude 

as we increase the initial share of T in INT. This is unsurprising because the AVE of the 

quota on imports of T’s intermediate inputs increases the larger T’s initial market share in 

INT. Since the labor supply is assumed to be perfectly elastic, the negative demand shocks 

reduces the number of workers employed but not the wages of those employed. 

Capital is assumed to be fxed in supply so any decline in demand for capital translates 

into only a reduction in the price of capital. As with labor, the price of capital responds 

primarily to increases in the AVE of the policy shock. As the AVE increases, the magnitude 

of the decline in the price of capital also increases. The average decline in price of capital 

ranges from 2% and 30%. (fgure 6) 

The model predicts for a wide range of cases and parameterizations that the quota on 

imports of intermediate inputs increases demand for the importing country’s intermediate 

inputs. However, the cost of the quota is borne by workers, through decreased employment, 

and capital owners, in the form of lower rates of return to capital. 

4.3 Cost on Target Country 

Because of the mathematical symmetry between levels of the Armington model, the e˙ect 

of the quota on the target country (T) is identical regardless of whether the quota is applied 

on FD or INT imports from country T. For simplicity we present the results when a quota 
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is placed on T’s fnal demand exports to country S. 

Overall, we see in fgure 7 that while the AVE of the quota is larger, the larger is the share 

of T in the country S’s fnal demand goods market, the e˙ect of the quota on T is primarily 

driven by the share of country T’s output (Z) that is dedicated to producing goods for the 

importing country. Put simply, the e˙ect of the quota on T is almost entirely determined 

by the share of T’s output that is exposed to the quota. The larger the share is, the larger 

the e˙ect is. (fgure 8) 

We summarize the results in table 3 and separate the average result by the share of T’s 

output that is dedicated to producing fnal demand goods for the quota originating country. 

The e˙ect of the quota on output (Z) ranges from 3% to 49%. As fgure 8 shows, the 

magnitude of the demand shock is primarily a function of the percentage of output that is 

dedicated to the quota’ed market. This negative demand shock reduces demand for value 

added and intermediate inputs. Employment falls by as much as 60% and as little as 4%. 

The model predicts that the price of capital falls by between 4 and 60%. Demand for T’s 

intermediate goods input drops by between 3 and 52%. 

Conclusions and Areas for Future Research 

We derive an industry specifc, vertically integrated CES Armington model to estimate the 

economic costs of imposing an import quota applied at two di˙erent points in the supply 

chain. We isolate and quantify both the direct e˙ect of the quotas on the target country 

and the indirect, feedback e˙ects on the importing country. We show that when a quota 

imposing country places an import quota on fnal demand goods from a target country, the 

importing country’s fnal demand goods producers gain market share and the burden falls 

on the quota originating country consumers in the form of higher prices. The target country 

sees a reduction in employment, a decline in the price of capital, and a negative shock to 
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demand for output, and intermediate inputs. However, when the importing country imposes 

the quota on imports of intermediate inputs that are used to produce a fnal demand export 

good, the importing country internalizes costs that are similar in magnitude to those su˙ered 

by the target country. 

This result are qualitatively insensitive to market share and elasticity parameterizations. 

The cost of the quota on the importing country is always greater in magnitude, the greater is 

the initial market share of the target country in the market subject to the quota. This result 

is intuitive when we consider that the AVE of the import quota is always larger, the larger 

the target country’s initial market share. Additionally, the variance of the results grows as 

we increase the AVE of the quota. 

For the target country, the costs are primarily a function of the share of output that is 

dedicated to the importing country in the initial equilibrium. The more exposed T’s output 

is to the shock, the larger the e˙ect of quota is on T. 

Because we use a static, industry specifc model with a perfectly inelastic supply of 

capital, our results do not refect the long-run adjustments to the analyzed quotas. In the 

long-run, capital is able to shift between sectors, and producers can accumulate capital 

through investment spending. However, the model gives a structured method for predicting 

the costs of quotas in the short to medium-term and analyzing their distribution across 

economic agents. We conclude from our analysis that target countries are more vulnerable 

to quotas from countries to which they export a larger percentage of their output of a fnal 

demand good because these importing countries can enact quotas at low direct cost. Target 

countries are much less vulnerable to quotas from countries to which they send intermediate 

inputs used to produce fnal demand goods for export. 

These result echoes the insights from the cumulative tari˙s literature that even small 

tari˙s accumulate and cascade in vertically integrated production chains. In some cases, 

the cumulative tari˙ in the downstream sector is up to three times larger than the initial 
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upstream tari˙. (Miroudot and Rouzet (2013) and U.S. International Trade Commission 

(2017)) These tari˙ accumulation e˙ects can be so large that domestic downstream producers 

will petition government for economic relief to o˙set the cost of temporary trade barriers on 

imported upstream inputs. (Erbahar and Zi (2017)) This literature underscores the point 

that trade barriers, tari˙s or quotas, on imported intermediate inputs can generate large 

costs to domestic exporters. 

While the goal of our paper is to derive and introduce a vertically integrated, industry 

specifc model, it may have useful application in the analysis of economic sanctions. There 

is an extensive applied literature on economic sanctions that may beneft from a structural 

modeling framework like the one developed in this paper. In future research, we plan to 

develop industry specifc dynamic models that capture how industries respond to temporary 

trade barriers by re-organizing supply chains and upgrading production varieties. 

Empirical studies fnd that the costs of enacting export quotas can be indirect and persist 

long after they have been lifted. Hufbauer, Elliott, Cyrus and Winston (1997) and Hufbauer, 

Schott, Elliott and Oegg (2007) suggest that such export restrictions may create credibil-

ity issues for frms in the origin country, as they can be perceived as unreliable suppliers. 

For example, subject country frms have responded to restrictive trade shocks by designing 

sanctioning country goods and technology out of their fnal products to hedge against future 

restrictions. (Kwon, Kim and Kang (2017); Glaser, Kennedy, Funaiole and Mitchell (2018)) 

Consequently, temporary trade barriers may generate signifcant long-term, indirect costs 

for the sending country that need to be captured in models for policy analysis. 
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Figure 1: Import Quota on Final Demand Goods 
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Figure 2: Import Quota on Intermediate Goods 
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Figure 6: E˙ect of a Quota on Intermediate Goods on the Price of Capital in the Quota 
Originating Country 
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Figure 7: Percent Change in the Value of the Quota Origin Country’s Output 
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Figure 8: Percent Change in the Value of the Quota Target Country’s Output 
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Table 1. Average Outcome by Market Share of Target Country in FD Market 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 

AVE (T,FD) 66.6 70.9 67.0 80.1 84.8 101.8 106.2 126.9 158.5 

Pct Chg qD (S,FD) 8.6 19.2 33.0 50.3 74.4 108.4 164.8 272.6 564.2 

Pct Chg p (S, FD) 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.9 2.5 3.3 4.5 6.5 

Pct Chg Real Demand (FD) -2.5 -5.3 -7.6 -11.6 -15.0 -20.3 -24.2 -32.2 -41.1

Pct Chg CPI (FD) 2.6 5.7 8.4 13.5 18.6 27.7 35.9 52.3 83.0
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Table 2. Average Outcome by Market Share of Target Country in INT Market 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 

AVE (T,INT) 65.6 68.3 71.2 74.2 78.5 85.0 91.5 102.2 120.6 

Pct Chg qD (S,INT) 6.6 14.4 24.2 36.7 53.3 75.9 112.1 175.2 330.9 

Pct Chg p (S, INT) 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.4 1.9 2.5 3.3 4.8 

Pct Chg p(S,FD) 0.5 1.0 1.6 2.3 3.1 4.2 5.5 7.4 10.4 

Pct Chg q(S,FD) -1.4 -3.0 -4.7 -6.6 -8.8 -11.6 -14.8 -19.1 -25.8

Pct Chg p(Z) 0.8 1.6 2.6 3.8 5.1 6.9 9.2 12.4 17.8

Pct Chg q(Z) -2.6 -5.5 -8.5 -11.7 -15.4 -19.9 -24.6 -30.9 -40.0

Pct Chg q (INT) -4.3 -8.8 -13.5 -18.4 -23.8 -30.1 -36.7 -44.9 -56.0

Pct Chg p (INT) 2.5 5.4 8.8 12.8 17.8 24.6 33.1 46.4 70.4

Pct Chg q(L) -1.9 -4.0 -6.2 -8.5 -11.2 -14.6 -18.1 -22.9 -30.0

Pct Chg p(K) -1.9 -4.0 -6.2 -8.5 -11.2 -14.6 -18.1 -22.9 -30.0
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Table 3. Average Outcome by Output Exposure to Quota 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 

Pct Chg q(Z) -3.1 -6.4 -10.0 -14.0 -18.4 -23.7 -29.9 -37.6 -48.8

Pct Chg q (INT) -3.4 -7.0 -10.9 -15.2 -20.0 -25.6 -32.3 -40.4 -52.1

Pct Chg q(L) -4.2 -8.7 -13.5 -18.8 -24.5 -31.1 -38.6 -47.7 -60.1

Pct Chg p(K) -4.2 -8.7 -13.5 -18.8 -24.5 -31.1 -38.7 -47.7 -60.1
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